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Abstract
The radioactive noble gas radon-222 (222 Rn) is a significant background
source in many dark matter search experiments, such as the NEWAGE experiment, which employs tetrafluoromethane (CF4 ) gas at about 0.01 MPa. In
this type of experiments, high accuracy, and low background level are crucial
for any statistical significance. Thus a well-calibrated 222 Rn detector with the
ability to measure concentrations of < 1 mBq/m3 is needed. Previously, quantitative analysis for a 222 Rn detector has been performed with air, argon and
xenon gases, but not with CF4 . To evaluate an 80 liter 222 Rn detector’s performance, the calibration factor was measured and its dependence on absolute humidity, 222 Rn concentration and pressure analyzed. Significant dependencies
on humidity and pressure were found. Additionally, activated carbon fibers
have been employed to evaluate their radon adsorption efficiency in CF4 at 0.4
standard liter per minute. It was found to be 82.7 ± 0.1(stat.) ± 2.3(syst.)%
at 0.10 MPa. For pressures lower than atmospheric pressure (1–0.03 MPa),
they have been seen to rise steadily, up to 93.7 ± 0.3(stat.) ± 3.9(syst.)% at
0.03 MPa.
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Theoretical and Experimental Physics in January 2022, which I worked on throughout my
Master’s course at Kobe University. This study features a new introduction, extends and
clarifies some explanations in the experimental part, and offers three new sections in the
experimental part: Radon concentration dependence (Sect. 4.3) - for the calibration factor,
Systematic uncertainties (Sect. 5.5) - for the radon adsorption efficiency, and Pressure
dependence of calibration factor (Sect. 6.2) - in Discussion and results.
I would like to give my gratitude to my scientific advisor, Y. Takeuchi, for his rigorous
supervision, which has not only made sure my research is done on time and to the highest
standards, but has also helped me mature as a responsible member of society, and learn
to not delay or neglect my tasks. He has also watched over me in my university life as a
foreign student these 2 years, and has introduced me to different Japanese conferences on
physics. I owe just as much to another advisor, and a collaborator on the original paper,
Y. Nakano. I thank him for the many Zoom calls we had to discuss my research, and for
his thorough yet rational advise on writing a scientific paper.
This work was supported by Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) KAKENHI Grant Numbers 26104005, 26104008, 18H05536, 19H05806, 21K13942.
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1 Dark matter
The dark matter is a predicted type of non-luminous matter, which fills most of the
observable universe, and also accounts for around 26% of the energy distributed in the
universe (Figure 1). It does not appear to interact via the electromagnetic field, and its
gravitational interaction mode is also different from the gravitation as described by the
Standard Model. This means that dark matter is difficult to detect and ascertain the
presence of. As such, it has been a subject of speculation among physicists since more
than 80 years ago.
This means that dark matter also does not interact with itself, since it seems structurally
stable in permeating the galaxies. It could, however, allow for some new modes of selfinteraction.

Figure 1: Estimates of the energy distribution in the universe [2].

1.1 Theoretical derivation
Dark matter was first used to explain mass discrepancies of astronomical bodies. Commonly, motions of other bodies around or within the object under study are used to
directly determine its mass. Historically, mass discrepancies often arose when comparing
different methods to estimate masses in astronomy.
In 1933, Fritz Zwicky, a Swiss astrophysicist, discovered that the redshifts of individual
galaxies throughout the Coma cluster were much higher than the average, estimated
from the total mass of the cluster. This meant that unless there was some form of nonluminous heavy matter keeping the clusters together, they would have long followed the
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rapid expansion. Zwicky calculated that the Coma cluster is approximately 400 times
more massive than visually observable.
The following 30 years, more data was collected that correlated with Zwicky’s observations, and in 1978 (Rubin et al.; Bosma), as well as 1980 (Rubin et al.), spectrographic
data confirmed that the rotation curves of galaxies at large galactocentric distances are
approximately flat [3].
Nowadays, dark matter detection is one of the most sought after accomplishments in
physics. To that end, there exist dozens of experiments worldwide which employ various
detection methods.

1.2 Dark matter detection
Nowadays, various approaches are used to detect dark matter in a mass range, which spans
10 orders of magnitude. These approaches can be classified into direct searches, indirect
searches and collider experiments. In recent years, however, the possible mass range for
dark matter particle models has been refined extensively, and evidence points more in favor
of cold dark matter [4, 5]. The weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are one of
the candidates for cold dark matter. WIMPs are well motivated by cosmological findings
[6, 7] and supported by supersymmetry models, along with universal extra dimension
and little Higgs models [8, 9, 10]. In theories with WIMPs, their direct detection is
achieved by looking for elastic WIMP-nuclei scatterings or WIMP-electron scatterings.
For example, the XENON experiment, which consists of a time projection chamber with
dual-phase xenon (Xe), set a world-leading constraint (4.1 × 10−47 cm2 at 30 GeV) on
the spin independent elastic scattering cross-section in 2018 [11]. The expected event
rate for these interactions is extremely low due to the small scattering cross-section, and
accordingly, in order to distinguish these signals from the background, an additional
characteristic signal other than the simple energy spectrum is needed. To that end,
some dark matter experiments search for the annual modulation of the event rate of
aforementioned scatterings from the rotation of the Earth around the Sun, assuming dark
matter has a uniform distribution throughout the Solar System. However, even these
sets of data are not enough to prove to be consistent among different dark matter search
experiments. Another method is then required to obtain more robust evidence.
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1.3 NEWAGE experiment
One such method is to measure the WIMP-nuclei scatterings relative to the solar system’s movement in the galaxy. If dark matter truly permeates the Milky Way, we would
expect a flow of dark matter particles from the direction of the Cygnus constellation,
which is in the forward direction of the solar system’s motion around the galactic center. The NEWAGE (NEw generation WIMP search with an Advanced Gaseous tracking
device Experiment) experiment [12] is a direct dark matter search experiment located at
the Kamioka Observatory, the Institute for Cosmic Ray Research (ICRR), the University
of Tokyo. NEWAGE is led by a team of researchers from Kobe University. The experiment searches for a difference in recoil angle between events in the direction of the Cygnus
constellation and the opposite direction (Figure 2). It is hence a direction-sensitive experiment, and employs a gaseous three-dimensional fine tracking device (micro-TPC), which
has a two-dimensional readout array, called the Micro Pixel Chamber (µ-PIC) [13, 14].
A gas electron multiplier is positioned above the µ-PIC and helps to reach the intensity
for readout [15].

Figure 2: The NEWAGE experiment measures the dark matter flux (“dark matter wind”)
in the direction of the Cygnus constellation, as compared to only measuring the
annual variation of the event rate in other experiments. [16].
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2 Radon background in underground dark
matter experiments
2.1 Radon gas
In rare event search experiments, the background events from radioactive contaminants
must be kept at a considerably low level. Such background sources include the noble gas
in the uranium series radon-222 ( 222Rn), which has a half-life of 3.82 days and is produced
continuously from trace amounts of radium-226 ( 226Ra) in the detector material. Due to
its relatively long half-life, some of it persists in the experiment and can mimic signals
in the analysis sensitive region. Therefore, the removal of 222Rn is a high priority in this
class of experiments.

2.2 Radon detectors
To that end, a 222Rn detector is first needed to measure 222Rn concentration with high
accuracy and precision, since rare event search experiments usually require considerably
low 222Rn concentrations. Although in this type of experiments, measurements of <
1 mBq/m 3 are required, there are currently no commercially available Rn detectors, and
so a special 222Rn detector has been developed for this purpose [17].
Since this type of experiments involves high accuracy measurements, it is necessary
to account for any dependent behavior in the Rn detector, to consistently monitor the
background level in its carrier gas. That includes the functional dependence of conversion
factors between the measured variables and 222Rn concentration on those variable and/or
external parameters. Furthermore, a typical Rn detector employs a carrier gas, and in
order to understand which gas would best perform in a particular experiment, quantitative
analyses of different gases are required. In this study, we evaluate the dependence of
the calibration factor, which is the proportionality factor between the count rate in the
detector and 222Rn concentration, on absolute humidity of the system, for a 222Rn detector
which employs CF4 . This dependence has already been analyzed for Rn detectors that
employ purified air, argon (Ar) and Xe gases [17, 18], but not for CF4 .

2.3 Removal methods
On the other hand, if 222Rn is to be removed, a quantitative analysis of its adsorption
efficiency is needed to accurately predict how much 222Rn would be removed, and which
removal method is valid to use in a particular experiment.
One method of 222Rn removal is to employ a trap which stores some material with
high adsorption, such as activated carbon. Activated carbon has been found efficient at
removing 222Rn from purified air, Ar and Xe gases [19, 20, 21]. It is commonly used in
pelletized, granular, powdered, or molded forms. It is charcoal, ingrained with micropores
that significantly increase its surface area available for adsorption.
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For example, the NEWAGE detector uses an activated carbon trap in the gas circulation line to remove Rn in CF4 . It employs 100 g of activated carbon (product name
TSURUMICOAL 2GS) to absorb radon and other impurities in a 150 l volume. When
the trap is activated, the radon is reduced by 10 times [22], which corresponds to 90%
adsorption efficiency. According to an evaluation in Ref. [22], the contribution of 222Rn
to the background of NEWAGE was 9.3 mBq/m 3, although recent reports show a value
of 0.5 ± 0.2 mBq/m 3 from the surface of LA(µ-PIC) [23].
But a new form – activated carbon fiber (ACF) – was developed in 1966 [24], and
commercialized for the use in water purification and surface treatment since the 1990s
[18]. In this study, we have used activated an ACF of type A-25, and tested its adsorption
properties in Sect. 5, with prospects for its use in experiments, such as NEWAGE.

9

3 An 80 l radon detection system
To accurately detect the amount of 222Rn in environments for underground experiments,
such as Super-Kamiokande, XENON, DRIFT, and NEWAGE experiment, it is customary
to use a radon detector. A detection system was developed at Kobe University, which employs the special 80 l radon detector [17], with a PIN photodiode installed for electrostatic
collection. Its inner structure is explained in Figure 3.

3.1 Radon detector
In our setup, we employed an 222Rn detector with a diameter of 500 mm and a volume
of 80 l. It has a stainless steel body with ICF (knife-edge) flanges, covered by a metal
gasket. In order to reduce the self-contamination background from the detector’s surface,
electropolishing was carried out during production. The detector surface is grounded.
The top part consists of a high voltage divider and an amplifier circuit [25], followed
by a ceramic feed-through, which is set to rest on stainless steel plates. The circuit is
connected to a 18 mm×18 mm PIN photodiode (HAMAMATSU S3204-09), hanging in
the top center point of the vessel. This detector uses purified gases; in this study, we used
CF4 (purity 99.999%).

Figure 3: Inner structure of an 80 l radon detector used in this thesis [26].
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3.2 Detection principle
The carrier gas (CF4 ) is let through an inlet on one side and escapes through an outlet
on the other. Once the carrier gas is released into the detector, 222Rn is expected to
be mixed with it, and hence some decay patterns start appearing inside the detector,
given the intrinsic background of the vessel is lower than the 222Rn concentration. By
applying a reverse bias negative high-voltage to the photodiode and creating an electric
field between the photodiode and the vessel, different cations from down the decay chain of
222
Rn start drifting towards the photodiode, and are electrostatically collected and read
out at the circuit board in different analog-to-digital converter (ADC) channels. The
calibration factor measured in this thesis additionally depends on the high-voltage value
of the detector. Previous research suggests −2.0 kV as the optimal value for an 80 l radon
detector [27], and so we chose this value for our measurements with CF4 .
Two peaks are prominent in the pulse height spectra for this detector. They are visible
in Figure 4. These peaks correspond to polonium-218 ( 218Po, 6.11 MeV) and polonium214 ( 214Po, 7.83 MeV). In this study we used the signal from 214Po for the integrated
count rate, since 214Po exists at a lower stream of the decay chain, and hence the 222Rn
detector has a higher collection efficiency for 214Po. In addition to this, while there is a
212
Bi peak (6.21 MeV) close to the 218Po energy peak, there are no other alpha sources
whose energy peaks overlap with the 214Po peak. The integration range for the count rate
was set from 140 to 180 (ADC channels) to maximize 214Po detection efficiency, similar
to how it was done in a previous paper [28]. The settings of the voltage amplifier affect
the peak positions. We have checked before each dependence measurement that the peak
positions were the same, and therefore the integration range is still appropriate.
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Figure 4: Characteristic pulse height spectrum for 214Po and 218Po daily count rates with
the integration windows shown in blue vertical lines. Experimental conditions
are shown at the top left.

3.3 Experimental setup
Previously an 80 l 222Rn detector has been developed for the use in high-accuracy lowenergy experiments: underground particle physics experiments, low-energy dark matter
experiments [17, 28, 29]. The detector system we used in this study is one of the calibration systems in Ref. [30], located at Kobe University. This calibration system is shown in
Figure 5 and consists of: (1) a 222Rn source (a Pylon Electronics PYLON RNC 226Ra container with radioactivity of 78.3 Bq), (2) a mass flow controller (Horiba SEC-Z500X), (3) a
refrigerator to control dew point temperature (Iwatani CryoMini PDC08), (4) a cold trap
refrigerator (Taisho TC0147), (5) an 80 l 222Rn detector, (6) a pressure gauge (Swagelok
P/N PGU-40-0C30-C-4FSM), (7) a dew point meter (Vaisala DMT152) and (8) a circulation pump (Enomoto Micro Pump Mfg. Co., Ltd. MX-808ST-S). The pressure gauge
and the dewpoint meter are connected to the detector.
In Sect. 4, the cold trap refrigerator (4) was bypassed. In both of Rn adsorption
efficiency experiments (Sect. 5), we have used 10 g of ACF (A-25, produced by Unitika
Ltd.), housed inside the cold trap, its refrigerator connected to the system. The type
A-25 was chosen since this type was already tested in a previous study and its properties
were evaluated in Xe gas [30].
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Figure 5: Top: diagram of the detector system at Kobe University. Bottom: photo of the
detector system with the corresponding elements numbered (see Sect. 3.3).
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4 Calibration of the radon detector filled with
CF4
4.1 Fundamentals
4.1.1 Tetrafluoromethane
Tetrafluoromethane (or CF4 ) is a structurally simple chemical compound, which has a
low boiling point (−127.8◦ C). It is sometimes used as a refrigerant and can prepared by
fluorination of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide or phosgene with sulfur tetrafluoride.
Of particular interest, however, is its remarkable bond strength, owing to fluorine’s high
electronegativity and multiple carbon-fluorine bonds, which are the strongest in organic
chemistry [31]. This property lends them to be a good quenching gas choice in neutron
detectors [32], target material for neutrino detection [33], and a carrier gas in dark matter
search experiments, such as the NEWAGE experiment [12] or the DRIFT experiment [34].
In particular, CF4 is the target in the NEWAGE experiment since its fluorine nuclei have a
large scattering cross-section for spin-dependent WIMP-nucleus interactions in extensions
of the Standard Model of particle physics with WIMPs [35].
In view of CF4 potential use in low-energy underground experiments, it was employed
in this study in an 80 l radon detection system. As described in the next chapters, we
tested the adsorption properties of a novel adsorption material called activated carbon
fiber inside of CF4 gas.

4.1.2 Calibration factor
The calibration factor of a radon detector is the proportionality factor between the ADC
count of the 214Po ions inside the detector and 222Rn concentration. Knowing the value
of this factor is crucial for properly maintaining low background levels in low-energy
experiments. In this section, we measure the calibration factor of this detector and analyze
its absolute humidity and 222Rn concentration dependence. This kind of quantitative
analysis has not been yet done for CF4 gas.
The calibration factor (CF ) was calculated the following way:
CF [(count/day)(Bq/m 3)] =

ADC count [count/day]
expected 222Rn concentration [mBq/m 3],

(1)

where ADC count is measured by the Rn detector and the expected 222Rn concentration
is calculated from the activity of the Rn source and the volume of the calibration system:
222
Rn concentration= 78.3 Bq/0.08 m3 = 978.7 Bq/m3 under radioactive equilibrium.

4.1.3 Neutralization rate
In a radon detector, 214Po ions, created in the alpha decay of 222Rn, pass through the gas
while drifting to the photodiode, and while doing so, have a small probability to scatter
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off water molecules and become neutralized. When the ions are neutralized, they are not
electrostatically collected at the photodiode surface, and their count rate drops. The rate
at which this scattering occurs is called the neutralization rate (for a certain carrier gas).
For daughter particles of 222Rn, neutralization rate was first researched in 1988 for the
case of 218Po [36]. Since 214Po ions are isotopes of 218Po and are also daughter particles
of 222Rn slightly further down the chain, the analysis for neutralization rate should apply
in a similar manner.
The decrease in the rate of Po ions collected electrostatically should be accounted for
in the calibration factor. Phenomenological analysis predicts that this decrease comes
mainly from the neutralization rate, which, for small ions, is proportional to the square
root of absolute humidity of the gas [36]. In a similar way, in Ref. [28], calibration factor
has been found to be best described by a negative square root dependence on absolute
humidity for other gases (air, Ar and Xe).
To calculate absolute humidity in the carrier gas, we first need to know the saturated
vapor pressure of ice, P [kPa] which is given by the following formula [37]:
P = exp −

6024.5282
+ 29.3271 + 0.0106139 Tdew +
Tdew

2
0.0000132 Tdew
− 0.4938258 ln Tdew

(2)

Here, the dew point temperature (Tdew ) is in units of kelvin.
The formula for absolute humidity (AH [g/m 3]) is a simple relation between P and the
air temperature (Tair [◦ C]) in the carrier gas:
AH =

0.00794 P
.
1 + 0.00366 Tair

(3)

4.1.4 Absolute humidity
For our analysis of calibration factor’s dependence on absolute humidity we used the
system described in Sect. 3.3, but with only one refrigerator to control the dew point
temperature (the cold trap refrigerator was bypassed). By specifying a setpoint temperature, the refrigerator will stabilize the system to a dew point temperature of approximately
the same value within 20 hours on average. From there, we can calculate the absolute
humidity for a known dew point.

4.2 Absolute humidity dependence
Before starting the measurements, the inside of the detector was sufficiently vacuumed
with the use of the turbomolecular vacuum pump, shown in Figure 5 (top). In our study,
the flow rate was set to 0.4 standard liter per minute (SLM) using the mass flow controller. Next, CF4 was introduced into the system. The refrigerator was turned on, its
setpoint was set to −30◦ C, and the dew point temperature allowed half a day to stabilize.
A period where the dew point temperature is approximately constant was selected, and
the average value of 214Po count rate was calculated for that period in order to determine
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the calibration factor. It was then converted to the calibration factor using Eq. (1). In our
analysis of humidity dependence, we used a constant 222Rn concentration (under radioactive equilibrium), calculated from the radioactivity of the source and detector volume.
This procedure was performed for eight setpoint values, for which nine periods in total
were selected (two periods were selected for setpoint at −50◦ C). The last data range was
obtained with the refrigerator turned off (room temperature was +25◦ C, corresponding to
a dew point in CF4 of −11◦ C). The time variation of the 214Po count rate (per hour) and
the dew point temperature are shown in Figure 6. We have additionally calculated the
calibration factor for a short period before the refrigerator was turned on (days 0.44–0.71).
However, this period is too short for an accurate average 214Po count value, since there is
a possibility of 214Po count being unstable, and thus we calculated the conversion factor
using the data taken during this period, while we excluded this data from the absolute
humidity dependence. Table 1 shows the data ranges and experimental variables for those
ranges. A close-up graph of one of the fitting regions is given in Figure 7.
Time period [d]

214

Po count [/day]

Calibration factor
Absolute humidity
[(count/day)/(mBq/m 3)]
[g/m 3]

0.44 – 0.71†

324118 ± 55

0.331 ± 0.038

1.17480

1.9 – 2.1

795352 ± 166

0.813 ± 0.094

0.06118

6.0 – 6.6

875040 ± 101

0.894 ± 0.103

0.02887

16.0 – 16.77

832938 ± 87

0.851 ± 0.098

0.01415

18.67 – 19.90

852914 ± 69

0.871 ± 0.100

0.01437

20.90 – 21.10

866582 ± 173

0.885 ± 0.102

0.00594

22.96 – 23.67

837038 ± 90

0.855 ± 0.099

0.00172

29.0 – 31.48

842797 ± 49

0.861 ± 0.099

0.00035

33.17 – 33.88

844224 ± 91

0.863 ± 0.099

0.00003

73.0 – 74.0

314667 ± 47

0.321 ± 0.037

1.75331

Table 1: Data ranges and values of experimental variables used in calculating the calibration factor of a 222Rn detector with CF4 . The data range with † was not included
in the final calculation.
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Figure 6: Time variation of the 214Po count rate and the dew point temperature in the
detector filled with CF4 , along with the nine analyzed data ranges (shown in
green, marked by letters from a to i, corresponding to setpoint values from
−90◦ C to room temperature). The range shown in orange is the short period
before the refrigerator was turned on that was additionally analyzed.

Figure 7:

214

Po count rate in the data range e, along with the parameters for the constant
fit below.
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Figure 8 shows the resulting calibration factor as a function of absolute humidity for
the case of CF4 , along with the results for other gases [17, 28]. The fitted function for the
case of CF4 is given by:
√
CF = −0.44 AH + 0.90,

(4)

where AH is the absolute humidity in the gas (g/m3 ). This demonstrates that the calibration factor of CF4 gas clearly depends on its humidity with a negative square root
functional form similar to other gases. The calibration factor has a flat region for AH below 10−2 g/m3 , but drops to half its value at AH around 1 g/m3 . This calibration factor,
however, is lower at dry humidities than for any other gas measured so far. We suggest
the reason for this in Sect. 6.1, where we analyze the σ parameter of the Lennard-Jones
potential of different carrier gases.
Below are some typical values of the calibration factor (data regions h (setpoint at
−90◦ C) and i (refrigerator off) in Figure 6) at specified absolute humidities, with systematic uncertainties included (described below):
CF (region h) = 0.87 ± 0.04 (count/day)/(mBq/m 3) at 3 × 10−5 g/m3 ,
CF (region i) = 0.33 ± 0.02 (count/day)/(mBq/m 3) at 1.75 g/m3 .
For the calibration factor measurements, the systematic uncertainties were estimated
along the same way as in Ref. [17]. The uncertainties come from: accuracy of radioactivity
of the 222Rn source — ±4.0%, accuracy of the dewpoint meter — ±2.0%, and accuracy of
the estimation of the total volume of the calibration system, including the 80 l detector
and vacuum tubing — ±2.0%. All of the accounted uncertainties are presented in Table 2.
Cause†

Uncertainty [%]

Accuracy of radioactivity of the

222

Rn source†

±4.0

Accuracy of the dewpoint meter†

±2.0

Accuracy of the total volume estimation of the calibration system

±2.0

Table 2: Systematic uncertainties on the calibration factor of a 222Rn detector with CF4 .
Uncertainties marked with † come from the technical specifications of the measurement devices.
Lastly, we have considered a different integration range for the count rate of 218 Po,
with ADC channels 120 to 180. Using this range, we calculated the calibration factor for
the same dataset, obtaining:
√
CF = −0.44 AH + 0.91,
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(5)

CF[(count/day)/(mBq/m3)]
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Figure 8: Calibration factor of the 80 l 222Rn detector as a function of absolute humidity
for CF4 and other gases: purified air (black) [28], Ar (pink and green), Xe (blue)
and CF4 (red) [17]. The vertical error bars for CF4 include statistical and systematic errors described in Table 2. One point drawn in orange is the calibration
factor calculated from the short period before the refrigerator was turned on.
which is almost identical to the above function for CF for ADC channels 140 to 180.
Although there is a slight overlap with signals from daughter particles in the thorium
decay chain in ADC channels around 130, the test was useful to show that a change in
the integration range does not influence the calibration factor value considerably.

4.3 Radon concentration dependence
To evaluate the dependence of the calibration factor on 222Rn concentration, we bypassed
the 222Rn source and allowed the 222Rn in the system to decay to the background level.
The gas flow was still maintained with the circulation pump at 0.4 SLM. The refrigerator
was off, the dew point stable at around −11◦ C.
Its decay part was then fitted with a free half-life parameter (red line in Figure 9)
−

x−t0

using the formula: p0 · 2 p1 + p2 , where p0 , p1 , p2 are the parameters to be fitted, t0
is the starting time of the decay. The half-life parameter was equal to 3.99±0.01(stat.)
days. This differed from the usual value of 3.82 days, suggesting us to calculate the
expected concentration (obtained from the fit with the half-life parameter = 3.82 days
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and a constant calibration factor) and the raw concentration (from the free fit) and plotted
their ratio against the expected concentration. This ratio is shown in Figure 10. It was
also fitted with a piecewise function, shown in red. For concentration ratios above 1.3, a
constant fitting function was chosen; for ratios below 1.3, the function was exponential.
Furthermore, concentrations above 978.7 Bq/m3 , which is the expected concentration,
calculated from the activity of the 222Rn source in Sect. 4.1.2, are not shown. It is
clear that the ratio of the expected concentration versus the raw concentration exceeds 1,
which is unphysical, and requires a systematic error. From this analysis, although the
exact reason is unknown, it was confirmed that the detection efficiency differs by about
±17% at different 222Rn concentrations between several mBq/m3 and 106 mBq/m3 .
After multiplying the calibration factor by the fitted ratio function, which serves as
the concentration dependence correction factor, we calculated the 222Rn concentration
again and fitted the corresponding decay. This time, the half-life parameter was found
to equal 3.80±0.01 days, which is more consistent with the expected value for a pure
decay of 222Rn. This gives some insight into how the calibration factor of a 222Rn detector
could potentially depend on the amount of 222Rn in the system and requires further
investigation.

Figure 9: Time variation of the 214Po count rate during the measurement of concentration
dependence. The formula on the left shows the fitting function for the free slope.
The experimental conditions are written at the top right.
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Figure 10: Ratio of raw concentration (obtained from the free fit) to expected concentration (obtained from the fit with the half-life parameter = 3.82 days and a
constant calibration factor). Its fit is shown in red. The maximum (cutoff)
value is 978.7 Bq/m3 (Sect. 4.1.2).

4.4 Background run
Lastly, we have measured the background level of the system. After the decay part,
described in the previous section, the 214Po count reached a constant rate. We measured
it for 14.5 days and obtained an average rate of 1.24 ± 0.09(stat. only) count/day for the
system background. The pulse height spectrum for this period is shown in Figure 11.
We found some alpha sources originated from the thorium decay series, such as 224Ra,
212
Bi, 220Rn, 216Po, 212Po. Their spectra do not overlap with the 214Po signal region.
Thus, the background measurement was appropriately performed without contamination
from other alpha sources. Since this measurement was performed at the end of a 170day long decay of 222Rn, the count rate of 210Po in the background spectrum is high in
comparison with other alpha sources. The increase is likely due to positively charged
210
Pb from the 222Rn decay chain accumulating on the surface of the PIN photodiode
over the measurement history of the detector. Since it decays with a half-life of 22 years
to produce the observed 210Po, the increased count rate indicates that 222Rn daughters
remain on the photodiode once they have been collected.
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Figure 11: The pulse height spectrum for the 14.5-day measurement of the background
of a 222Rn detector filled with CF4 . 224Ra (5.79 MeV), 212Bi (6.21 MeV),
220
Rn (6.40 MeV), 216Po (6.91 MeV) and 212Po (8.78 MeV) originate from
the thorium decay series. Those come from the inner surface material of the
Rn detector and result in the intrinsic background of the Rn detector. The
integration window of 214Po is shown in blue vertical lines.
Comparing this measurement to previous measurements done on the same detector
[17], where the background level was 0.81 ± 0.08(stat. only) [count/day] for purified
air (−2.0 kV), the background level of CF4 (−2.0 kV) is about 1.5 times as prominent.
While the current measurement was done on the whole system, as opposed to previous
measurements on the 80 l detector, the value is nonetheless acceptable and low enough
to have negligible effects on measurements in this study.
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5 Measurement of radon adsorption efficiency
of ACF
To evaluate the 222Rn adsorption efficiency of an ACF, we used the setup described in
Sect. 3.3, with the trapped refrigerator bypassed at first. The other refrigerator (Iwatani)
is set to −60◦ C to maintain a low dew point throughout the experiment. Hence, in this
experiment, we have tried to eliminate dependence on absolute humidity. We have used
the calibration factor found previously to calculate the 222Rn concentration henceforth.
We carried out two experiments: an adsorption test at atmospheric pressure and a pressure dependence experiment, with multiple adsorption tests at different pressure levels,
while the Rn source was bypassed.

5.1 Activated carbon fiber
ACF is a powerful adsorbent due to its large surface area and low intraparticle diffusion,
and hence, smaller and flexible size of its units in practice. However, ACF’s application
to removing 222Rn in purified gases has not been explored, expect for the case of 222Rn in
purified air, Ar and Xe gases [30, 38]. In this thesis, we aim to evaluate the Rn adsorption
efficiency of ACF in CF4 .
The surface of an ACF contains numerous micropores, with a typical size of several
nanometers (Figure 12). These micropores are all comparable in size, which allows for
faster adsorption times for homogeneous mixtures. Compared to pellet and granular
adsorbents, adsorbates in ACF are not subjected to the diffusion resistance of macropores,
hence it is easy and efficient to employ in a variety of mixtures [24]. When a free particle
gets close to the entrance of a micropore, a potential difference is induced due to the
attraction term (r−6 ) of the Lennard-Jones potential, and the particle is adsorbed at the
surface of the pore, due to the van der Waals forces. Since this term is sharp, the size of
the adsorbed particle must be close to the pore size for this attraction to prevail, hence
the nanometer pore size.
Recent evaluations using different ACF types (products of Unitika Ltd.): pore diameters
1.7—5.3 nm, specific surface areas 850—2667 m2 /g, showed good adsorption in Xe gas,
especially using ACF types A-20 and A-25 [30]. In this study, we have used an ACF of
type A-25, with a specific surface area of 2667 m2 /g and pore diameter 2.5 nm.
A good estimator of a Rn trap’s performance is the Henry’s constant. Henry’s constant
is the constant in Henry’s law of gases. Good comparisons of Henry’s constant, specifically
the two-component gas version [21], among different adsorbents are done in Ref. [21] and
Ref. [30]. Table 3 shows the summary of Henry’s constants of the adsorbents in Xe gas.
The Henry’s constant value for type A-25 ACF exceeds previous results. This shows
that ACF is an efficient adsorbent, and has led us to choose A-25 as the ACF in this
experiment.
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Temperature [◦ C] H̃ [10−4 mol/(Pa · kg)]

Adsorbent [MPa]

Xe pressure [MPa]

Roth MS5Å

0.0255

21

1.32 ± 0.03

Roth MS10Å

0.0255

21

1.31 ± 0.03

SHIRASAGI G2x 4/6

0.0255

21

3.9 ± 0.2

Cu3 (BTC)2 MOF

0.0255

21

2.03 ± 0.07

Blücher 100878

0.0255

21

4.4 ± 0.2

Blücher 100050

0.0255

21

3.5 ± 0.2

Blücher 100050

0.020

-40

6.7 ± 0.5

Blücher 100050

0.020

-71.1

19.4 ± 2.4

Unitika ACF A-25

0.029

-95

50 ± 10

Table 3: Henry’s constants of different typical adsorbents in Xe gas. Here, “SHIRASAGI
G2x 4/6”, “Blücher 100878” and “Blücher 100050” are activated carbons, and
“Unitika ACF A-25” is ACF. Data taken from Ref. [21] and Ref. [30].

5.2 Cold trap
Figure 13 (left) shows the inner structure of the cold trap. It features a U-shaped
tube, where the ACF is housed, and which leads the gas from the inlet (A) to the
outlet (B). When the trap’s refrigerator, set to a low temperature, is connected (t0 in
Figure 13 (right)), 222Rn, present in the carrier gas, gets slowed down significantly and
retains inside of the trap material for a certain period of time. During this period, the
222
Rn concentration drops to a minimum and some of the 222Rn gets adsorbed (t1 to t2 ).
After this, 222Rn that did not get adsorbed exits the trap into recirculation, and we see
a corresponding increase in 222Rn concentration (t2 to t3 ). While 222Rn is in the trap,
it undergoes both turbulent behavior and longitudinal diffusion along the length of the
trap, which causes gradual damping of the oscillation pattern in concentration (t3 to tn ).
The time in which the 222Rn concentration becomes stable varies with the flow rate in
the system. In this study, all measurements were performed at 0.4 standard liter per
minute (SLM). The stabilization time for these conditions was found to be around 7 days.

5.3 Radon adsorption efficiency at atmospheric pressure
In this experiment, CF4 gas was already circulating in the system. The initial temperature
was the room temperature (+25◦ C). We call this the “bypass phase”, since the cold
trap refrigerator was bypassed. After the flow rate was fixed at 0.4 SLM, the cold trap
refrigerator was set to a temperature of −95◦ C and connected to the system, initiating
the “adsorption phase”. The measurements were carried out for 19.5 days before the
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Figure 12: Microporous structure of a typical ACF: a drawing of a cross-section (top),
and a top-view microscope image (bottom) [39].
refrigerator was turned off. Thus began the “off phase”. In the “off phase”, we collected
data for a couple more days. Even though the refrigerator was turned off, the trap was
still operational, and hence some of the original Rn was still trapped inside, lowering
the 222Rn concentration for this region. The 222Rn concentration variation during the
experiment is shown in Figure 14. It was calculated from the integrated count rate for
214
Po using the calibration factor function found in Sect. 4.2. We have also observed a
pressure drop of about 0.01 MPa in the adsorption phase.
The oscillatory pattern of the Rn concentration measured with the Rn detector is
thought to correspond to the characteristic 222Rn adsorption behavior of the trap. This
behavior is damped by the turbulence and longitudinal diffusion along the length of the
trap [19]. Note that there was still some turbulence after the oscillation had dampened
out, which is the random turbulence due to the stochastic nature of the cold trap.

25

3

Rn concentration [mBq/m ]

Figure 13: Left: inner structure of the cold trap. Right: temporal evolution of 222Rn concentration with the cold trap’s refrigerator turned on at t0 (more in Sect. 5.2).
This is a picture of the oscillation in Sect. 5.3.
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222

Rn concentration variation in CF4 in the Rn adsorption efficiency experiment. Orange and red lines show fitting results during the bypass and off
phases, respectively. The fitting functions for methods (1) and (2) are shown
in magenta and blue lines, respectively. G1 and G2 are the values of the fitting
parameters G in methods (1) and (2). The experimental conditions are shown
at the top.
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We calculate the adsorption efficiency (Eads ) by comparing the 222Rn concentrations in
the off phase (at +25◦ C) and in the adsorption phase (at −95◦ C):
Eads =

Coff − Cadsorbed
× 100.0 [%],
Coff

(6)

where Coff (Cadsorbed ) is the Rn concentration in the off (adsorption) phase.
For the concentration in the adsorption phase, we have evaluated it by fitting with a
damped sinusoidal function of the form f (t) = A · e−Bt sin(Dt + F ) + G in the region of
interest: starting after the first oscillation minimum and including the oscillation and the
whole stable region after it. Since the asymptote for the function f (t) is G, we used the
value of G as Cadsorbed in method (1) in Table 4. We then performed another fit with free
parameters for the same function f (t), this time in a region between two datapoints with
approximately the same 222Rn concentration value, but separated by at least 1 period
of oscillation. For this, we chose the region between the first maximum and the second
minimum of oscillation. We found a similar value of G, which is used in method (2) in
Table 4.
Having a fitting region with a length close to 1 full period allows us to maximize the
fitting accuracy from the sinusoidal part of the function, in the case that the actual Rn
concentration function has additional functional dependencies, different from our chosen
fitting function, f (t) = A · e−Bt sin(Dt + F ) + G. The systematic uncertainty associated
with this choice of a fitting method is estimated later.
The difference between concentration (and hence – adsorption efficiency) values in methods (1) and (2) is sufficiently small to allow us to choose method (2) as the main method.
Even though method (2) has a larger uncertainty, it is crucial for evaluations in Sect. 5.4,
where the time until 222Rn decays fully was limited, and it was not possible to wait the
whole stabilization period of 7 days multiple times to collect stable data in the adsorption
phase.
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Evaluation method

Rn concentration
[Bq/m 3]

Adsorption efficiency [%]

Method (1): long fitting region

157.5 ± 0.1(stat.)

82.8 ± 0.1(stat.)±2.2(syst.)

Method (2): short fitting region

158.3 ± 0.7(stat.)

82.7 ± 0.1(stat.)±2.3(syst.)

Table 4: Comparison of evaluation methods for 222Rn adsorption efficiency in CF4 . The
systematic errors are obtained from Table 7.
We have also calculated the efficiency at the oscillation minimum. This point indeed
corresponds to maximum adsorption efficiency: Eads (osc. min.) = 97.9 ± 0.1(stat.)%.
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5.4 Pressure dependence of radon adsorption efficiency
Next, we have conducted an experiment to evaluate the pressure dependence of an ACF’s
Rn adsorption efficiency. In a lot of dark matter search experiments (such as NEWAGE) it
is necessary to operate with gases at low pressures. Therefore, in this experiment, we have
tested whether the Rn adsorption efficiency is sufficient at low pressures. The pressure
levels were chosen to go from 0.10 MPa in steps of 0.02 MPa, with the exception of the
last level, which, due to the limitations of the circulation pump, was set as 0.03 MPa.
Since this experiment is continued from the experiment at atmospheric pressure (Sect. 5.3),
CF4 is already introduced in the system and the trap is turned on. Before the measurement procedures, the cold trap refrigerator was baked at +85◦ C and the inside of the
detector was sufficiently vacuumed with the use of the turbomolecular pump. After baking, we lowered the temperature to room temperature. Since the Rn source employed
cannot be used at low pressures, according to the specifications, it was then bypassed
from the system, and data taking began. Shortly after that, we used the turbomolecular
pump to lower the pressure level down to 0.08 MPa. After we left the system for some
time, sufficient for fitting, we turned on the refrigerator, which brought the temperature
down to −95◦ C. This has accelerated the adsorption process so that the characteristic
oscillation pattern appeared in the 222Rn concentration, as shown in Figure 15. Continuing the method from Sect. 5.3, in the activated (adsorption) region it was sufficient for
us to collect data until about the second maximum. Finally, we turned the refrigerator
off and allowed roughly the same amount of time to obtain data for fitting. These procedures were then repeated at 0.06 MPa, 0.04 MPa and 0.03 MPa. They are summarized
in Table 5.
Figure 15 shows the variation of 222Rn concentration for the full duration of the pressure
dependence experiment. Additionally, Figure 16 shows four individual regions for four
different pressure values listed above. 222Rn concentration in the plots in Figure 16 is
corrected for exponential decay, by multiplying the concentration with the exponential
law (using the half-life period for 222Rn of 3.82 days). This is done for easier comparison
with the experiment at atmospheric pressure, and to show that this decay obeys the
exponential law.
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Operation

Date

Days elapsed [d]

Stop circulation pump (MFC = 0.0 SLM)

9/30/2020 15:36

0.65

Bake the system

9/30/2020 15:37 – 17:12

0.65 – 0.72

Start circulation pump (MFC = 0.4 SLM)

9/30/2020 17:12

0.72

Bypass radon source

9/30/2020 17:24

0.725 = t0

Lower pressure to 0.08 MPa

10/1/2020 17:35

1.73

Turn on cold trap refrigerator

10/2/2020 16:05

2.67

Turn off cold trap refrigerator

10/5/2020 13:16

5.55

Lower pressure to 0.06 MPa

10/6/2020 13:22

6.56

Turn on cold trap refrigerator

10/7/2020 12:47

7.53

Turn off cold trap refrigerator

10/9/2020 16:56

9.71

Lower pressure to 0.04 MPa

10/12/2020 10:53

12.45

Turn on cold trap refrigerator

10/13/2020 12:02

13.50

Turn off cold trap refrigerator

10/15/2020 11:58

15.50

Lower pressure to 0.03 MPa

10/16/2020 17:07

16.71

Turn on cold trap refrigerator

10/19/2020 17:47

19.74

Turn off cold trap refrigerator

10/23/2020 17:27

23.73

Table 5: Operations carried out in the absolute pressure dependence experiment for ACF
in CF4 . Here, MFC is the mass flow controller.
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Rn concentration [mBq/m ]

Start refrigerator
Stop refrigerator
Change conditions

0.10 MPa
0.08 MPa
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0.06 MPa

105

(CF4, 0.4 SLM, A-25(10g, -95°C))
0.04 MPa

0.03 MPa

104
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Elapsed day (0 = 2020/09/30 0:00)

Figure 15: Variation of 222Rn concentration with pressure, with different operation times
shown with vertical lines. The system pressure was lowered four times (pressure
values written in black) and radon adsorption efficiency measured for ACF at
each pressure level. In total, five periods of 222Rn decay were fitted, with each
fit shown in red. The experimental conditions are written at the top right,
where A-25 is the type of ACF used.
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Decay-corrected Rn concentration [mBq/m3]
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Decay-corrected Rn concentration [mBq/m3]

106

542180 ± 2299
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38066
± 749
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(0.04 MPa)
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Elapsed day (0 = 2020/09/30 0:00)

Figure 16: Decay-corrected 214Po count at four different pressure values in the adsorption
efficiency experiment using CF4 gas. Operation times are shown with vertical
lines and operations are explained in the legend in Figure 15, along experimental conditions at the top.
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Adsorption efficiency [%]

We have fitted the oscillatory parts according to method (2) in Sect. 5.3 and determined
Cadsorbed for the four regions shown in Figure 16, and performed constant fits in the
“off phases” for the same four regions to obtain Coff . Their relation, calculated as in
Eq. (6) (this time accounting for the decay), is the 222Rn adsorption efficiency. Figure 17
and Table 6 show this efficiency for the five regions analyzed (including the adsorption
efficiency at atmospheric pressure).
The adsorption efficiency at 0.03 MPa is 93.7 ± 0.3(stat.) ± 3.9(syst.)%. The results
suggest that the 222Rn adsorption efficiency has an inverse relationship with the pressure.
This was also shown to be the case for Xe gas [30]. From this, it can be seen that at
pressures lower than atmospheric pressure, ACF retains the ability to adsorb Rn in CF4 .

100
Stat. error only
Total error

95
90
85
80
75
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.11
Absolute pressure [MPa]

Figure 17:

222

Rn adsorption efficiency of ACF in CF4 at −95◦ C as a function of absolute
pressure. The vertical error bars in red are statistical error only. The vertical
error bars in blue include statistical and systematic uncertainties summarized
in Table 7.

Since measurements in this experiment are performed one after another, it is expected
that residual Rn exists in the trap, and this results in the different Rn concentrations
before and after the adsorption phase. To take this into account, for each pressure level,
222
Rn concentration was fitted as one weighted fit of two stable regions — the “off phases”
before and after the “adsorption phase”. Note that there is no “bypass phase” this time, as
the refrigerator was connected during the whole pressure dependence experiment. Results
from separate fits of these two regions show that there is a difference in concentration between the before and after “off phases”. This difference ranges from −2.1% (at 0.03 MPa)
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to +4.9% (at 0.08 MPa). Propagating this difference to the uncertainty on the adsorption
efficiency resulted in a range from −0.23% (at 0.08 MPa) and +0.58% (at 0.08 MPa). We
have included this as a systematic uncertainty for adsorption efficiency in Table 7.

Table 6:

Absolute pressure [MPa]

Adsorption efficiency

0.10

82.7 ± 0.09(stat.) ± 2.3(syst.)%

0.08

88.1 ± 0.10(stat.) ± 2.5(syst.)%

0.06

90.1 ± 0.08(stat.) ± 2.6(syst.)%

0.04

93.0 ± 0.14(stat.) ± 3.2(syst.)%

0.03

93.7 ± 0.30(stat.) ± 3.9(syst.)%

222

Rn adsorption efficiency of type A-25 ACF at pressures 0.10 MPa and lower

5.5 Systematic uncertainties
Next we estimated the systematic uncertainties on the adsorption efficiency. Since the
experimental setup used in Ref. [30] is similar, we have inherited a ±2.0% reproducibility uncertainty. We also had an accuracy uncertainty of the analog pressure gauge of
±0.001 MPa, resulting in a pressure uncertainty between ±1.0% (at 0.10 MPa) and
±3.3% (at 0.03 MPa). A summary of the systematic uncertainties on the 222Rn adsorption efficiency is shown in Table 7. We have also included the uncertainty associated
with the choice of a fitting region.
To estimate the systematic uncertainty associated with the choice of a fitting region, we
performed two additional fits: we contracted and expanded the fitting region symmetrically, which gave us regions with less and more datapoints respectively. From this analysis,
we obtained a systematic uncertainty between +0.3% (at 0.04 MPa) and −10.0% (at 0.03
MPa), which is listed in Table 7.
As an example of this estimation, graphs of the oscillation pattern of 222Rn concentration at 0.10 MPa and and 0.03 MPa are shown in Figure 18. For these two regions, each
graph shows three fits defined above. Datapoints closest to the middle red line at the approximate start and end of a period were selected as the first and last points, respectively,
for the 1 period fit. The G parameters from each fit are shown in the plot. In the case of
0.03 MPa, the uncertainties of the G parameters were:
(24760 - 25501) / 25501 · 100 = −2.9 [%]
(27879 - 25501) / 25501 · 100 = +9.3 [%]

(7)

These uncertainties were used as 222Rn concentration uncertainties. For the systematic
uncertainties on 222Rn adsorption efficiency, we propagated these errors using Eq. (3),
and obtained −0.18% and +0.59% for 0.03 MPa.
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Rn concentration [mBq/m ]

157306 ± 1196
158296 ± 840
160849 ± 627

105

Decay-corrected Rn concentration [mBq/m3]
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Figure 18: Three fits of the 222Rn concentration: approx. 1 osc. period (blue), ∼1 osc.
period - 1 datapoint at both ends (green), ∼1 osc. period + 1 datapoint at
both ends (orange), at 0.10 MPa (top) and 0.03 MPa (bottom). The obtained
values of the G parameters are written in the center.
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Cause

Uncertainty [%]
0.10 MPa: ±1.00
0.08 MPa: ±1.25
0.06 MPa: ±1.67

Accuracy of pressure

0.04 MPa: ±2.51
0.03 MPa: ±3.33
±2.00

Reproducibility

0.10 MPa: +0.28 and −0.11
0.08 MPa: +0.43 and −0.06
0.06 MPa: +0.37 and −0.01

Fitting region choice (method (2) only)

0.04 MPa: +0.14 and −0.16
0.03 MPa: +0.59 and −0.18
0.08 MPa: +0.58 and −0.23
Accuracy of the weighted fit (Sect 5.4 only)

0.06 MPa: +0.14 and −0.19
0.04 MPa: +0.04 and −0.01
0.03 MPa: +0.13 and −0.09

Table 7: Systematic uncertainties on the
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222

Rn adsorption efficiency in CF4 .

6 Discussion and results
6.1 Calibration factor’s dependence on absolute humidity
We would like to now present our speculation regarding the difference in absolute values
of the calibration factor for different carrier gases. For this, consider the Lennard-Jones
potential approximation, which is widely used in molecular physics. In the LennardJones approximation, the σ parameter correlates with the separation distance, at which
the attractive force between two molecules becomes 0, and thus represents the molecule
size. Table 8 summarizes the σ parameters for different carrier gases mentioned in this
study.

Gas type

σ parameter [nm]

Rn adsorption efficiency [%]

Conditions

Ar

0.340–0.346 [40]

98.3 ± 0.1(stat.) ± 0.2(syst.)

1.3 SLM, 0.1 MPa [30]

Air

0.352–0.369 [40]

97.9 ± 0.1(stat.) ± 0.2(syst.)

0.9 SLM, 0.1 MPa [30]

Xe

0.396–0.410 [40]

27.8 ± 0.2(stat.) +2.0
−5.5(syst.)

0.14 SLM, 0.1 MPa [30]

Rn

0.417–0.421 [41]

–

–

CF4

∼0.470 [40]

82.7 ± 0.1(stat.) ± 2.3(syst.)

0.4 SLM, 0.1 MPa

Table 8: σ parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential for different gases and Rn adsorption efficiency. CF4 is the result presented in Sect. 4 of this paper.
Comparing the cases where the applied high voltage is −2.0 kV (Figure 8), we can see
that the calibration factor for CF4 is about half the calibration factor of the other gases.
This could be explained by the difference in σ parameters for the Lennard-Jones potential.
Out of the gases for which the calibration factor’s humidity dependence was explored so
far, the CF4 ’s σ parameter is the largest (∼0.470 nm), since CF4 is a polyatomic molecule.
On the other hand, as previously discussed, some Po ions that are drifting towards the
photodiode in the detector’s volume have a non-zero chance to scatter off the carrier gas
molecules (as well as the water molecules mixed within the gas). Having scattered, they
undergo neutralization and don’t reach the photodiode surface, resulting in a lower count
rate. Therefore, it could be speculated that the calibration factor depends also on the σ
parameter of the gas type employed.

6.2 Pressure dependence of calibration factor
During the pressure dependence experiment of the adsorption efficiency of ACF, we have
also calculated the pressure dependence of the calibration factor of the detector.
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In this experiment, we varied the pressure in the system throughout a 1-month long
decay experiment. During this time, the radon source was separated from the system, as
in the concentration dependence experiment (Sect. 4.3). The variation of 222Rn concentration for the whole period is shown in Figure 15. If we assume that radon concentration
is proportional to the system pressure, we can calculate the amount by which measured
radon concentration differs from the expected drop with pressure.
To find the pressure dependence factor, we first calculated the ratios of the form N =
Cof f (n MPa)
(where Cof f is the 222Rn concentration during the refrigerator’s off phase)
Cof f (0.10 MPa)
from the exponential coefficients in their fitting functions. Here, n stands for 0.08, 0.06,
0.04 or 0.03. The concentration values used in this calculation are the decay-corrected
values (presented in Figure 16). We then divided this ratio by the pressure level (n)
in MPa to find how much 222Rn concentration exceeds the expected concentration at a
MPa)
. If the radon gas is reduced in the same proportion
given pressure level: A = N ·0.10
n MPa
as carrier gas, A should equal 1. These quantities are shown in Table 9 as N and A,
respectively.
We can see that, with the exception of the 0.03 MPa pressure level, the calibration factor
for an 80 l radon detector seems to have an additional dependence factor that increases
with a decrease in pressure. This is not entirely consistent on its own, however, as there
may be other factors that influence the 222Rn concentration throughout the experiment.
One of these factors is the nature of the pressure dependence experiment, which allowed
some non-negligible amount of 222Rn to be adsorbed in the trap even after turning off
the refrigerator. Analysis assumes that the proportion of radon remaining in the trap is
constant at every measurement, but in the case it is dependent on pressure, the pressure
dependence of the calibration factor will also change. It is also necessary to consider the
influence of the concentration dependence described in Sect. 4.3. The analysis in this
study assumes that there is no concentration dependence.
Using only the data measured in this study, it is not possible to separate the described
dependencies. In order to evaluate the pressure dependence of the calibration factor
without these dependencies, a system without the ACF trap must be used, like the one
employed in Sect. 4. Then, at each pressure level, after a measurement the pressure needs
to be returned once to atmospheric pressure and the radon source connected in circulation.
That is because it is necessary to make every measurement in an identical state.

6.3 Radon adsorption efficiency of ACF
It can be speculated, that when the σ parameter for particles of the carrier gas is close to
the σ parameter of 222Rn, a significant part of pores in the ACF will have these carrier
gas particles adsorbed instead of 222Rn. This can be seen from the significantly low Xe
adsorption rate in Table 8.
The obtained values for Rn adsorption efficiency in CF4 (Figure 17) could be explained
by focusing on the inter-molecular interaction of gases near the surface of the ACF. As
summarized in Table 8, Xe gas has the lowest 222Rn adsorption efficiency. This is possibly
due to the fact that a considerable part of 222Rn atoms never has a chance to be adsorbed,
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Absolute pressure [MPa]

Table 9:

N (concentration ratio) A (pressure dependence factor)

0.10

1.000

1.000

0.08

0.919

1.149

0.06

0.812

1.353

0.04

0.592

1.480

0.03

0.440

1.467

222

Rn concentration ratio and pressure dependence factor at pressures 0.10 MPa
and lower

as they are superseded by Xe atoms, which have the closest Lennard-Jones σ parameter
to 222Rn, and hence a suitable size for adsorption.
On the other hand, the amplitude of the oscillations at the start of adsorption also
varies with different carrier gases. Comparing to results from [30], we can see that CF4
has the greatest amplitude out of the sample (Figure 14 and 15). This is hypothesized
to be related to the Lennard-Jones σ parameter: a molecule with a large σ parameter is
more likely to push an already residing molecule (in this case 222Rn) out of a pore. This
pattern is unlikely to occur for smaller sized molecules: small sized molecules will simply
act as a diffusion medium. As we can see from their σ parameter in Table 8, purified air
and Ar gas are such molecules.
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7 Conclusion
CF4 gas is widely used for particle detection in the field of particle physics because of
its properties. We have evaluated the calibration factor for an 80 liter 222Rn detector and analyzed its dependence on absolute humidity for the case of CF4 . We have
found √
a dependence on absolute humidity, which is described by the function CF (AH) =
−0.44 AH + 0.90, where CF is the calibration factor defined in Sect. 4.1.2. Its value
was found to be about the same as the calibration factor for Xe gas, and about half the
calibration factor for Ar gas and purified air, for AH below 10−2 g/m3 , −2.0 kV applied.
In Sect. 5, we have successfully employed ACF inside of a cold trap to evaluate its
Rn adsorption efficiency in CF4 . It was found to be 82.7 ± 0.1(stat.) ± 2.3(syst.)% at
0.10 MPa (against room temperature adsorption at +25◦ C). For pressures lower than
atmospheric pressure, namely between 0.10 MPa and 0.03 MPa, we have seen that it
similarly increases with a decrease in pressure, up to 93.7 ± 0.3(stat.) ± 3.9(syst.)% at
0.03 MPa. As these values are around 90%, we have therefore shown that ACF is a
good candidate for use in a radon trap, specifically in the NEWAGE experiment, where
the adsorption efficiency of the current trap was also evaluated at approximately 90%.
Although the ratio of detector volume to the amount of the adsorbent used was larger
than in this study, the efficiency results of this study are still comparable. In future,
owing to ACF’s convenient size, multiple ACF traps can be installed together to further
reduce the radon level.
We have speculated that the lower adsorption efficiency, compared to other carrier gases,
can be explained by a difference in the σ parameter in the Lennard-Jones potential.
We have also speculated that the calibration factor of an 80 l radon detector could
depend on pressure, although this dependence is difficult to separate out in the current
experiment, since there was a non-negligible amount of radon that stayed adsorbed in the
trap each time the refrigerator was turned off, as well as there being a potential radon
concentration dependence.
We have shown that at pressures lower than atmospheric pressure, ACF retains the
ability to adsorb Rn in CF4 . In this regard, it is a good candidate for use at experiments
such as the NEWAGE experiment.
We have analyzed methods to employ in calculating the adsorption efficiency of an
ACF, as well as related systematic uncertainties. In this study, we have confirmed that
the sinusoidal adsorption behavior of an ACF trap can be fitted to good accuracy. The
constant fitting parameter could then be used for the adsorbed concentration value in the
calculation of adsorption efficiency.
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